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It was another bitterly cold day in
Nyghoph, the tiny Arctic town. Neville the

polar bear was surfing.



Suddenly, a
tornado struck

Nyghoph .While
looking back at

the tornado a big
breeze started

blowing behind
him.



Looking behind him, Neville saw a huge
Hurricane! Neville got sucked into the

huge hurricane.



HELP!!!

Squealing for help Neville got sucked 
 deeper into the hurricane every

second.  



Opening his eyes, Neville saw a huge
palace surrounded by a big shipwreck.



A fish passed
him."Hi" he said,
"You're not from
around here are

you?"

"No" replied
Neville."I'm  from

Nyghoph.""Well" said
the fish,"You can join

our kindergarten."
"Thanks!"
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So Neville went to nice Miss
Octopus's Kindergarten. After a

few days Neville decided he liked
this strange new world.



VISIT THE QUEEN
AND THE PRINCE!!

One weekend, a few days later, Neville and
Tin the kind fish went to visit the Queen and

the Prince.



When they arrived at the palace,
the Queen and the prince were

very ill! 



A royal shark marched in to give
the Queen and prince medicine.
But he tripped and the medicine

dripped onto the floor." That
medicine is poison!" gasped

Neville.



QUICK LET'S
GET OUT OF

HERE!!

Neville and Tin left
the palace very

quickly because Tin
is scared of poison.



=STRONG

"That poison is the
strongest poison I

have ever seen!"
said Neville
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The Queen and
the prince are

DEAD!!

A royal messanger walked
down the streets crying out

"The Queen and the prince have
died!" That evil, sneaky shark
has killed them with poison,

thought Neville. 



We need to stop that shark!”
said Neville.”Lets hire the

Tough Tail Octopus’s” said Tin,
“They are really tough”



So Tin called the Tough Tail Octopus's.





"We must stop that evil shark" said Tin. The
Tough Tail Octopus’ nodded.



Looking outside, Neville
saw the evil shark walking 

 into the Grand Atlantic
Palace.



With everyone following
him, Neville ran towards

the Grand Atlantic Palace.



"Yes I am!" "You are not the
king!"



Finally, the Tough Tail
Octopus' threw the shark

off the
throne."Okayyyyyyyyyyyyyy

I'm not the king!" said the
shark.



And then Neville got sucked into
another hurricane that took him back

home.  



THE END







When Neville finds
himself in the kingdom

of Atlantic he helps
save it from an evil

shark willing to take
over the throne.Can
Neville stop the evil
shark before it’s too

late?


